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Partnership among CoREF* of the University of Tokyo, 
municipality boards of education, elementary, junior, and senior 
high schools from 2010
Aim: Realize the collaborative learning in classes for children to 

“think for themselves and deepen understanding through 
dialogues” based on the research on “how people learn”
Method: Lesson studies using the model of the “knowledge 

constructive jigsaw method” across school types and subjects by 
online discussion of created lessons and face-to-face subject 
groups and study groups

* Consortium for Renovating Education of the Future of the University of Tokyo

Past efforts (before COVID-19 crisis)
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How Akiota Town aims to realize 
equitable quality education

What equitable quality education means to us: 
● All children have the potential to learn.
● Every child differs from each other in his or her 

learning process.
● All children learn together through interactions while 

respecting diversities each other.
For that purpose,

Aiming at a school in which various teachers continue to 
realize quality lessons based on the learning reality while 
learning each other in a team about various learning 
processes of children 3



Past efforts (Hypothesis-testing lesson study)
Re-

examination 
of design 

hypothesis

Design

Practice
Process data 
collection (= 
observation)

Learning 
evaluation = 

Design 
evaluation

Improve the 
quality of the 
next design 
hypothesis 
based on the 
observation of
the learning 
process

Failed in an 
unexpected 
point

Let’s give this 
task because 
children should 
develop this 
competency

Assuming the 
next way of 
learning, 
failing, etc.…

In that case, 
children are 
likely to give a 
specific 
answer like this

What caused 
the failing?
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Change of scenes of lesson studies
(In the past, there was a focus on how teachers 

were teaching and what the whole classroom was like)
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Change of scenes of lesson studies
(There is a shift to focusing on 

how an individual child is learning)
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What a school can do is to stay close to the heart of  
children and make a connection with them.

 Children need a motivation for learning.

 So, we feel rushed, but we do not want cramming out 
of impatience.

We still want to value the collaborations and dialogues 
as we did before.

⇒ We do not give up on the proactive, interactive 
and deep learning even in COVID-19 crisis.

What we thought with teachers during school 
closures in COVID-19 crisis
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How we realize collaborations and dialogues 
while coexisting with the coronavirus
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 6 students of the 5th grade and 5 
students of the 6th grade
Compound class for arithmetic lessons

 Children and the teacher in charge were 
arranged in a school form in the 
classroom to avoid the closeness.

 Introduction and exchanges among all
⇒ Implemented in the same way as 

normal lessons
 Learning in groups

⇒ Implemented by utilizing the web 
conference system (Breakout Session 
of Zoom)

[Example of learning of children]
June, Teacher A, Arithmetic 5th grade “Congruent,” 
6th grade “Ratio”
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Class design (5th grade)
Main task

Group A:
What combination of 

triangles is congruent in 
the above figure?

Group B:
Figures that look 

different but have the 
same area

Group C:
Which area can be 

obtained?

②①

③

4 cm

10 cm

(i) Individual thought

(ii) Learning in separate groups 
about the viewpoint as a clue to the 
solution of the task (Expert activity)
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Make-up examination with the teaching material prepared by Mr. TSUNAGI Takashi , who was a teacher at the Ebino City Masaki Elementary School in Miyazaki Prefecture in 2014

[Question] The ABCD below is a rectangle. Find the area of the colored part.



Class design (5th grade)
Main task

Group A:
What combination of 

triangles is congruent in 
the above figure?

Group B:
Figures that look 

different but have the 
same area

Group C:
Which area can be 

obtained?

②①

③

4 cm

10 cm

(iv) Exchanges of the thoughts 
across all groups to re-examine and 

deepen them (Crosstalk activity)

(v) Final organization of  
individual thoughts about the 

task

(iii) Exchanges and utilization 
of the viewpoints brought by 
individuals to solve the task 
in groups (Jigsaw activity)
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[Question] The ABCD below is a rectangle. Find the area of the colored part.



 At the end of small-group activity (i.e. jigsaw group)
⇒ All groups did not reach the answer.

 Exchanges among all groups ⇒ Re-organized their 
thoughts and reached the answer.

 Individual summarization (next class)
⇒ 5 among 6 students made correct explanations.

 Repeated calling of “Can you hear?”
 Problem of communication environment = Screen 

sharing was impossible.
⇒ “Explaining while writing in the figures” was difficult.

 Explanation by words alone = Sharing of thoughts was 
difficult.

⇒ It was difficult to question the thoughts of others.

Learning process
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 Skills obtained by children
⇒ Sharing of screens, writing, storage of products, etc.

 Problems of communication environment
⇒ Screen sharing stop/freeze
→ 6th grade students could not use Zoom.

* Connection trouble ⇔ Learning of children does not stop.
(Example: Use of a small whiteboard at hand)

◎ Teacher: “If only we hadn’t had the communication 
trouble!”

Results and problems of utilizing ICT
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 Teacher: Held two Zoom meetings (for 
compound lessons).
Used a headset for two tablets to observe the 
group learning of two grades.

 Children: (When it was difficult for children who 
had trouble speaking to interrupt) interrupt by 
writing explanations on the shared screen.

 While both grades required sharing of materials 
due to the contents, the activity could be left up 
to the children by using Zoom.
⇒ ICT is becoming as natural as writing 

materials for children.

After six months: November, Teacher A, 5th grade “Area,” 
6th grade “How to check data”
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Example of voices participating teachers at post-lesson conference:
(About the figure of the main task) A child said, “It looks similar to the 
expert of C,” and I thought the situation would be all right. But right after 
that, another child said, “If we don’t know the longitudinal length, we can’t 
obtain the rectangle,” and eventually they began thinking by focusing on 
the length instead of the area.

Subsequent discussion: Learn from mutters of children
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From the questionnaire to teachers who 
participated

Hearing of the voices 
and mutters of 
children was reliable 
and easy.

It would have been 
easier if the hands of 
children could be seen.

Was the observation easy? Can the web conference system be 
used for the lesson studies?

We could easily participate 
in the lesson studies in 
remote areas.

Since we were not in the classroom, 
we could immediately share the 
findings among observers about the 
learning of children.
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Today's form was easier to observe their thoughts and 
dialogues.
Today's form was relatively easier to observe their 
thoughts and dialogues.
Cannot say.
The ordinary form was relatively easier to observe their 
thoughts and dialogues.
The ordinary form was easier to observe their thoughts 
and dialogues.

It should be used by all means.

It should be used if there is no obstacle.

Cannot say.

It is not so desirable.

It is not desirable.



From examples of lesson studies

K Elementary SchoolTO Elementary School

TU Elementary School

A Junior High School

K Elementary School

K Junior High School

June, Teacher A on Zoom
5th grade “Congruent,” 6th grade “Ratio”

September, Teacher B on Zoom
4th grade “Way of viewing multiples”

September, Teacher C face-to-face
4th grade 
“Way of viewing multiples”

October, Teacher C on Zoom
4th grade 

“Approximate numbers”

November, Teacher B face-to-face
4th grade “Approximate numbers”

November, Teacher A on Zoom
5th grade “Area,” 6th grade “How to check data”

Learning of 
children

Learning of 
teachers
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Roles of task-doers and monitors exchanged in the efforts so that 
the whole community could reflect upon learning and share the 
findings with everyone.



Mainly young teachers
● Deepened their understanding of teaching materials, getting close 

to the essence of the subject.
● Became able to observe the reality of learning of children better 

and improved their skill of designing lessons based on the 
observation.

● Were involved with mid-level and experienced teachers and various 
people outside the school, resulting in the growth of the whole 
community.

● Became able to identify how “activities and thoughts of children 
& ICT,” “class design & ICT” and “instructions and supports of 
teachers & ICT” functioned beyond “… with/without ICT.” 18



● Group discussion using 
Zoom in the school form

 Participation by observers 
through Zoom remotely or 
in separate rooms

 Subsequent discussion 
using dialogue records 
by ICT

[Examples of learning of teachers]
October, Teacher C, Arithmetic 4th grade 
“Approximate numbers”
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 Compared to the cases without using dialogue records by ICT, 
the observation with more focus on the flow of children’s thoughts 
became possible.

 Guess and interpretation of unheard voices, and confirmation by 
returning to the previous dialogue occurred.

 There were changes in the way of viewing children, and 
awareness of teachers themselves occurred.

おかしを買います。下の表の３つを買ったら，だいたいいくらになるかな？

ひろこさんは，買おうとするものの代金の合計を３つの方法で見積もってみました。その結果，「だいたいいくら

か」を見積もるためには，「四捨五入」で見積もる方法が一番いいと考えました。他の場合も計算してくらべ，なぜ

「四捨五入がいい」と考えたのか，そのよさを説明しましょう。

※どれも上から１けたのがい数で表しましょう。（上から２けた目を「四捨五入」「切り上げ」「切り捨て」しましょう。）



November, Teacher B, Arithmetic 4th grade 
“Approximate numbers”

 Changed the figures 
and put them in the 
table for better use by 
children

 Added a means to 
hide unnecessary 
portions to draw 
attention to the 
portions they should see

* By sharing the thoughts of teachers including those from other 
schools, the teacher identified the fact and the cause of learning, 
and based on that, some of the teachers from other schools 
remade the class design and put it into practice. 20

はなさんは、買おうとするものの代金の合計を「四捨五入」で見積もりました。なぜ「四捨五入」がいいと思った

のでしょうか。他の場合も計算して比べ、そのよさを説明しましょう。

※どれも上から１けたのがい数で表しましょう。（上から２けためを「四捨五入」「切り上げ」「切り捨て」しましょう。）

だいたい
いくらになるかな。



What we want to do as a Town Board of 
Education in the future
Creation of a classroom environment 
in which

each school can independently use ICT, 
it can easily

conduct lessons through dialogues,
record the dialogues, and
enable lesson studies among 
distant schools
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What equitable quality education means to us: 
● All children have the potential to learn.
● Every child differs from each other in his or her 

learning process.
● All children learn together through interactions while 

respecting diversities each other.
For that purpose,

Aiming at a school in which various teachers continue to 
realize quality lessons based on the learning reality while 
learning each other in a team about various learning 
processes of children 22

Conclusion: Equitable quality education by 
Akiota Town


